
 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

On this month, Enotek Engineering Sdn Bhd has conducted Meinhardt Fuel 

for Thought Sharing September 2018 at office and site. 

The title for the Meinhardt Fuel For Though for September 2018 is CHALLENGE TO GOAL ZERO POLICY IN 
CONSTRUCTION. There are two main criteria while considering the health and safety in construction which is: 

• The right of workers to be protected against risk and save their health. 

• Effective planning and managing of the construction site to make it safe thus gaining productivity and 
profitability. 
 

Enotek takes this opportunity to share to all frontlines at site the main criteria that may prevent from incident and 
fatality to be occurred at site. There are several underlying Issues on bad construction site: 
System Problems: Not just planning & scheduling. It means attending to logistics, addressing potential changes 
ahead of time, and understanding the constraints of the project. This need recovery plans and workarounds to 
mitigate the impact. 
Process Misalignment: Change happens and without good senior management oversight, processes will 
develop that are no longer aligned or in agreement with the company needs. In addition, a change in one process 
could impact another in a different part leading to confusion and inefficiency. 
Insufficient Company Governing: Construction projects and general contracting businesses have many moving 
parts. Without attentive management, the site organization can descend into chaos or least lose significant 
money. Just as process misalignment can cause inefficient work, profits lose and team unity fall apart when there 
are different profit centres within the organization. Eventually, they can begin to compete each other, taking 
higher risks and negatively impact safety. 
Measuring Wrong Metric: Need the right metrics to drive behaviour that aligns with company goals and culture. 
If one measure and reward production, that is where all the effort will be focus. Furthermore, if one doesn’t 
measure the impact of any risky activities, people will strive for bigger production numbers without consideration 
for risk. 
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